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ABSTRACT
We developed and evaluated a novel humanoid head, SCIPRR (Sens-
ing, Computing, Interacting Platform for Robotics Research). SCIPRR
is a head shell that was iteratively created with additive manufactur-
ing. SCIPRR contains internal sca�olding that allows sensors, small
form computers, and a back-projection system to display an ani-
mated face on a front-facing screen. SCIPRR was developed using
User Centered Design principles and evaluated using three di�erent
methods. First, we created multiple, small-scale prototypes through
additive manufacturing and performed polling and re�nement of
the overall head shape. Second, we performed usability evaluations
of expert HRI mechanics as they swapped sensors and computers
within the the SCIPRR head. Finally, we ran and analyzed an ex-
periment to evaluate how much novices would like a robot with
our head design to perform di�erent social and traditional robot
tasks. We made both major and minor changes a�er each evalu-
ation and iteration. Overall, expert users liked the SCIPRR head
and novices wanted a robot with the SCIPRR head to perform more
tasks (including social tasks) than a more traditional robot.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the �eld of robotics, there seem to be two kinds of robots, regard-
less of their outward appearance. One robot type, the task-oriented
non-social robot, focuses on performing tasks in the best, most e�-
cient manner possible. �e second robot type, the social interactive
robot, focuses on collaborating or working with people in the best
social manner possible. Task-oriented robots include autonomous
cars, the HUBO platform [17], the Mars rover [2], and many others.
�ese task-oriented robots typically have state-of-the art sensors
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and computers when they are built, and interaction usually occurs
through a computer interface, not in a collaborative, peer-to-peer
se�ing. Some robots with interactive heads include Kismet [3, 4],
the MDS platform [20],the iCub [9], SnackBot[8], and Furhat [11].
Social interaction robots typically have sensors for detecting peo-
ple and a face to encourage and enable interaction with people.
Interestingly, there are relatively few robots that have both strong
functional task capabilities and strong social interaction capabili-
ties.

Why does this dissociation exist? We believe that this dissocia-
tion exists because most interaction design work has focused on
people in supervisor, peer, and even operator user roles, but not the
people who actually build and maintain the robots, the mechanic
user [19]. To explore this dissociation and to create a possible solu-
tion, we applied user-centered design (UCD) approaches to focus
on the personas we call “Expert HRI Mechanic” which is based o�
of Scholtz’ mechanic role and the ”Novice User” which generally
refers to the other roles de�ned by Scholtz [19].

To preview our design goals generated from our UCD approaches,
we found two primary concerns: the ability to easily change exist-
ing sensors and computers on the robot and the desire for strong
interaction capability through visual design and social a�ordances.
Because the head and face is a primary interaction method (nods,
shakes, communication, emotional expressions, etc.) and sensors
are typically needed in the head, our focus will be on the design of a
humanoid robot head that will meet both functional and interaction
goals.

We begin with a description of user-centered design, describe
the generation of the two personas and the results of those user
interviews. We report on the �nal solution we developed for the
head but also, true to the user-centered design (UCD) approach,
we share the feedback and critique of the iterations that came with
it. �e feedback and data were gained through multiple di�erent
user-centered research methods allowed us to keep the focus on the
user personas that we developed and evaluate the solution based
on our multifaceted design goals and requirements.

2 ABOUT THE USER-CENTERED DESIGN
PROCESS

User-Centered Design (UCD) is an iterative design process that
allows a designer to create solutions based on the needs and im-
pressions of potential users [1, 14, 15]. Highlights include:

• Users are consulted throughout the design process.
• Design needs and requirements are gathered from the

users.
• �e design team includes multidisciplinary skills and per-

spectives.
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• Designs are iteratively re�ned based on user-centered eval-
uation.

• Solution is grounded in the understanding of the tasks and
environments of users.

Part of UCD is relying on what is learned about users as the re-
search is being done, instead of referencing pre-established experi-
ences or a certain unifying perspective [15]. �erefore, we gathered
a design team that consisted of four core members, encompassing
�elds including, computer science, mechanical engineering, user
experience design, and cognitive science to create a multifaceted
team with di�erent perspectives and levels of familiarity with both
functional and interaction robots. In the following we describe
how our team interviewed users and created personas using user
research based on the mechanic user’s interaction with a robot,
ran multiple user studies and research sessions, and aggregated the
feedback to inform critical design iterations [19].

3 PERSONA DEVELOPMENT AND
DESCRIPTION

We developed an Expert HRI Mechanic persona to ground our
design and allow us to empathize with a speci�c user group’s in-
teraction needs. Studying the tasks and di�culties of the persona
through structured interviews allowed us to come up with our UCD
goals.

3.1 Mechanic User Role
�e �rst user we focused on was the mechanic user role. �is role,
as suggested by Scholtz, is an individual who focuses on repairing,
updating, and debugging hardware and/or so�ware aspects of a
robot [19]. �e mechanic needs a way to take the robot “o�-line” for
testing. �e mechanic also needs to be able to increase the robot’s
capabilities to accommodate a new task, computer, or sensor.

Interestingly, the mechanic is a user role o�en overlooked when
we consider robot interaction, but it is nonetheless a critical user
role. If robot mechanics can not easily update or maintain a robot,
the usability of the entire robot enterprise decreases a great deal.
It is not uncommon to see “robot graveyards” in the labs of robot
researchers a�er robots just can not keep current with fast pace of
technological development.

3.2 Models of the Expert HRI Mechanic
persona

To create a user-centered persona, we needed to �nd several peo-
ple that �t the mechanic user role to develop into a persona. We
focused on engineers that work with robots speci�cally intended
for use in social environments where they may need to interact
with non-mechanic users. We also wanted people who could speak
from their personal experience about the tasks they performed and
the di�culties that come along with it. �erefore, we looked for
engineers with at least 5 years of direct interaction with �xing,
repairing, building, and generally maintaining robots.

We interviewed three people who �t the Expert HRI Mechanic
user role. All three people had extensive experience working with
robots and 5 to 10 years experience with humanoid robots. One was
female and two were male. �eir self identi�ed specialties included
computer vision, human computer interaction, mechanical design,

so�ware development, and cognitive modeling, all areas one would
associate with a person working as an HRI Mechanic.

3.3 Procedure
�e participants were individually asked to �ll out general de-
mographic and professional surveys about themselves and robot
projects they worked on. We then had an open ended interview
about their experience maintaining, repairing, and replacing robots
and robot components. In our interviews, we looked for tasks and
di�culties that were common to all of them. �ese common di�-
culties de�ned the rest of the HRI Mechanic persona and identi�ed
issues and concerns they had. �ey also were consulted through
out the design process.

3.4 Results and Discussion
�e interviews yielded a great deal of qualitative data. While there
are many ways to use and reduce this data (e.g., protocol analysis
[5, 22]), we used a traditional UCD approach here. A�er the me-
chanic de�ned their responsibilities and daily roles, we used the
commonalities in anecdotes and shared experiences to create driv-
ing characteristics of the persona. Here we share some of their more
in�uential anecdotes that started to reveal a design need. �ese
anecdotes highlighted two primary tasks: (1) the re-occurrence
and necessity of making modi�cations to the robot sensors and
computing technology and (2) the importance of how the robot
appears (visual aesthetics).

User stories on making modi�cations to the robot:
• “On many occasions we have made modi�cations to install

sensors for specialized tasks. �ese have included adding a
special sensor in the front … to detect �re… which wasn’t
included in the original design.”

• “Changes to [the] robot or sensor are [meant to be] permanent
but they end up short term.”

• Since there was no established way to a�ach new equipment,
they had �gured out“hacky things like put holes in robots to
accommodate sensors or glue or tape them onto robot.”

User stories on how the robot looks (visual aesthetics):
• “Also, most of our robots are too scary for li�le children so

such communities would be avoided.”
• “It’s di�cult to install new sensors without having it look
’obnoxious”’
• “Making it look good for interaction was hard”
• “�e world is made for things with two arms, two legs, and a

head… not a sensor stick”
• “I just duct tape everything so it was quite unsightly”

�ese tasks and user testimonies helped us develop design pri-
orities that we knew would directly address their concerns. �is
also helped identify another user role that was being inherently
prioritized in their work; the novice robot user that interacts with
the robots they work on.

3.5 Novice Robot User Persona
In an untraditional way, we developed a general persona of the
testimonies and interviews done for the Expert HRI Mechanic per-
son. Naturally, their tasks involved heavily considering the impact
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and interaction of everyone else who might use the robots they
work on. �ese include the peers, the supervisors, operators, and
even bystanders. We refer to this general inclusive persona as the
novice robot user role. �e novice user is the most common user
role studied in human robot interaction. �e novice user typically
does not have a strong understanding of the current capabilities of
robots; their knowledge comes from direct experience (e.g., the EV3
or the roomba), news media, and cinema. We further developed the
novice robot user persona based on the extensive empirical work
on novices (both qualitative and quantitative; [10, 21].

Novice User primary tasks and needs:
• User needs the robot to be functional for the tasks the user

wants performed.
• User needs to be able to interact comfortably and naturally

with the robot with li�le training.
�rough our analysis of the Expert HRI Mechanic perspective,

many of these novice user’s task needs will be met through af-
fording the interaction and visual aesthetic tasks of a mechanic.
�e following design goals aim towards a solution that will allow
both the Expert HRI Mechanic persona and Novice User to be�er
perform the task they need to.

Speci�cally, these interviews have allowed us to identify the
needs of the expert HRI mechanic (the ability to easily swap new
sensors in an aesthetically consistent manner) and the needs of the
novice robot user (functional and easy to use).

4 DESIGN GOALS
�e interviews allowed us to constrain the design space and focus
on three primary goals that the expert HRI mechanic and the novice
user wanted. We also recorded some more general priorities that
were inherent to convenient functional robot head design. �is
included having an outer shell that protected the inner components,
having easy access to wires and switches, and integration into the
robot body (in this case, the DRC HUBO). While these are integral
to the existence of the head platform and were at times intricate to
design for, those �ndings were not novel realizations or surprising
requirements unique to this problem area and user group.

Recall that our focus here is on the head because many sensors
are placed in the highest spot on a robot and a head with a face
a�ords a great deal of interaction. �e three priorities we focused
on mirrored the concerns of the expert HRI mechanic and the
novice user: (1) Making it easy to modify or change the sensors and
associated computers; (2) Enabling an approachable visual aesthetic
to �t di�erent situations; and (3) Enabling natural robot interaction
with human novices.

4.1 Technology Con�gurability
Every mechanic discussed the di�culty with changing sensors and
computers. Typically, a robot comes with a set of sensors that work
well with the robot and match the general aesthetic. If someone
needs to use the robot in a di�erent context than what the head
and sensor package was not already designed for, they will need to
spend a great deal of time and e�ort. �is is inevitable, as the robot
ages, more state-of-the-art sensors, computers and other equipment
are developed. �e robot’s components become outdated and need
to be swapped out to keep up with advancing technologies. Even

if the robot head can be modi�ed with a be�er or more powerful
sensor, the form factor may no longer match and the robot can look
unsightly and/or unapproachable.

For example, the Mobile, Dextrous, & Social (MDS) robots [4]
have mechanically articulated faces with 17 degrees of freedom.
�e MDS face is extremely expressive, allowing the robot to non-
verbally communicate internal states and emotions. Similarly, the
MDS head’s design is very cohesive with respect to the rest of
the robot. However, with its eyes and head designed around the
RGB and depth sensors installed, the MDS is very limited in terms
of sensor expansion: the cameras are in the eyes, which greatly
limit the size and power requirements of adding or changing a
sensor. In addition, replacing one of the cameras in the eye is a
time-consuming and non-trivial task.

�us, our priority is to create a robot head that will the mechanic
user role to easily change-out sensors that may have di�erent form
factors without interfering with the visual aesthetic.

4.2 Approachable Visual Aesthetic
�e expert HRI mechanics all recognized that having duct tape on
a robot was unsightly and awkward. �ey also saw the bene�ts
of having a visually appealing facade. A complex, convoluted, or
mismatched visual facade could dissuade a potential novice user
from interacting with the robot or make necessary interactions
more di�cult because the user could be fearful or untrusting.

�e HUBO robot, for example, has a standard sensor stalk. �e
sensor stalk can accommodate virtually any sensor, but the sen-
sor is not only exposed to the environment, but has no aesthetic
cohesiveness with the rest of the robot. �e unfamiliar ju�ing
wires and �ashing black boxes do not encourage eye contact or
communication from a novice user, all aspects important to social
interaction.

�erefore, our priority for enabling a visual aesthetic was to
allow our design to both holistically integrate into the rest of the
robot and have an approachable exterior.

4.3 Encouraging Social Interaction
�e robot mechanics highlighted that they wanted the robot to
have strong interaction potential. Similarly, the novice robot user
persona suggests that novices would like to be able to interact with
the robot in a natural, comfortable manner

Many researchers have shown that robots that look like or act like
people in some manner typically have be�er interaction potential
than robots that do not. Systems that sound like a female are given
female traits [13]. Robots that take the human’s perspective into
account are considered be�er interaction partners than ones that
do not [6, 7]. Robots that use referential gaze are more e�ective
communicators than robots that do not use referential gaze [12].
Robots that show emotion are more likely to be be�er interaction
partners [18].

Given this background, we set a design goal to create a humanoid
head and face that would a�ord strong interaction potential.

�us, we focused on these three design goals: enabling technol-
ogy recon�gurability; creating an approachable visual aesthetic;
and enabling social interaction potential.
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Figure 1: Design solution for a technology adaptable and so-
cial interaction a�ording robot head. �e SCIPRR’s visor
surface allows sensor penetration and facial expressions or
data projection (Figure 2). �e inner hex shaped sca�olding
and easy access panels allows for easy con�guration.

5 OUR DESIGN SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Our design solution is an actuated humanoid head shaped casing
that is functionally and visually integrated with the HUBO platform
(our target robot platform, though this design can be modi�ed
for other platforms or aesthetics). �e case holds sca�olding that
accommodates the various sensors, microphones, and computers
one might need for a robot. We created a polycarbonate surface
front visor that allows sensor functionality and a back-projection
system that a�ords a display of an animated face. �e case opens up
via hinged doors making it easy to access and modify the internals.
�e inside sca�olding is made of hexagonal bolt holes for easy
con�guration. �e entire head platform is 3D printed and treated
for a smooth �nish. We call our solution the Sensing Computing
Interacting Platform for Robot Research or SCIPRR. In the following
we detail the three main aspects of the design solution.

5.1 Actuated Humanoid Case
Based on previous insights and our interviews, we recognized that
having a human shaped head would enable stronger social inter-
actions. �e head is the source of visual �rst impressions when
interacting with the robot. Users are familiar with the head shape,
cuing users where to look and providing an interface for communi-
cation. SCIPRR is actuated with a neck connector which a�aches
the head to the rest of the body and allows for four degrees of
freedom. �is allows the robot to communicate through expressive
motion. Head gestures including nodding the head up and down
or tilting to one side can help a novice user understand that the
robot is in agreement or confused, for example. Further, the case
is intentionally visually designed to integrate into the rest of the
body. We considered boxy to �at options (see �gure 5) and �nally
by mimicking the design language of long rectangular foundations
and rounded accents, we gave the robot head a professional and
�nished appearance.

�e versatile head case also serves a functional purpose: pro-
tecting the sensors and computers inside from debris. It was also
designed so that if the robot falls, the casing will take the brunt
of the impact. Further, the entire shell has good air�ow to o�set
heat emi�ed by multiple sensor and devices in a small space. �is
is accomplished by venting through the exterior side “ear” mounts
and by providing optional mounting for fans.

5.2 Visor and Projection System
Our expert users lead us to some opposing design preferences that
we solved through a creating a visor with clear polycarbonate (e.g.
Lexan™) and a back projected surface. �ey wanted to enclose
and protect sensors, yet still allow for sensing through the front
of the robot head, and reserve front facing space for an interface
for novice users to interact with. So, we �t both the projector and
the sensors needed with simple and robust connectors that allowed
them to sense and project forwards through the a polycarbonate
visor. Polycarbonate is clear, durable, and also transmits a broad
spectrum of light. �e surface can also be used as a projection
display because the material supports chemical bonding of tints,
addition of appliqué, and sand-blasting. With these techniques, we
made the bo�om half of the visor surface semi opaque allowing
us to project onto it from the inside. �e upper-third of SCIPRR’s
visor is dedicated to sensors, while the lower-thirds can be shared
by the projected display or more sensors.

�e back projection system uses a cell-phone sized laser HD pro-
jector. We use two mirrors to create the correct size face given tight
space inside and the surface area of the visor facade. Because the
laser projector only casts hard shadows, there is virtually no light
spill-over for collocated sensors as seen in Figure 1. We can render
images, videos, remote desktops, arbitrary webpage content, and
an animated face. We developed a ROS based rendering application
that controls the components of the facial expression that SCIPRR
can use when interacting with humans. �is involved positioning
visual sprites and timing them to follow with speech and facial
pa�erns.

5.3 Sca�olding and Hexagonal Patterning
We used 3D design and simulation so�ware to design the inner
structure that would house the sensors and equipment. Using a hy-
pothetical load of 5kg (the mass of a MultisenseSL™ and computer)
the strength of the printed nylon models were tested in simulation
and with drop-tests. Initial strut and conduit designs (see �gure
4, sketches), while using a minimal amount of material, required
complex brackets in order to mount sensors to the frame. We used
1/4”-20 standard nuts and bolts and created corresponding perfora-
tions all throughout the structure so that bolts could be a�ached
anywhere. �e 1/4”-20 standard is available on most optical sensors
for broad tripod compatibility. By using a tessellated hexagonal
pa�ern, we could reduce the amount of material used without weak-
ening the frame and provide a convenient support for the hex shape
of bolt heads(see �gure 1, right). Now sensor brackets merely need
to enclose the sensor and provide hex-plugs to mount anywhere
within the inner-frame. �is means a mechanic user could mount
sensors and equipment everywhere in the sca�olding using the
bolt holes and hexagonal pa�ern.
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Figure 2: Stills from demo video shown to usability study participants highlighting the animated expression, actuated head,
and projection display.

While the robotic platform is responsible for providing power,
internally the head provides su�cient space between the outer-shell
& inner-cage for wire routing, which can be further augmented by
passing through hex-mounts.

6 EVALUATIONS AND RESULTS
Since the design solution was multifaceted and addressed multiple
design goals, we developed multiple types of user-centered evalua-
tions. Here we highlight three di�erent styles of UCD evaluations:
1) expert HRI Mechanic usability test, 2) head shape prototyping
poll, and 3) Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) perceived capabilities
survey. We choose to emphasize these three methods as they each
evaluate the three main design goals, respectively. Together, these
three evaluations examine the con�gurability of sensors and equip-
ment, the quality of the visual design, and the social interaction
impact of the SCIPRR.

6.1 Usability Test for Technology
Con�gurability

Figure 3: Usability test of SCIPRR by people representing
the Expert HRI Mechanic persona. Subjects were given the
head arrangement shown in the upper le� and then directed
to assemble into the new sensor con�guration shown in the
upper right.

A usability test allows user-centered researchers to examine the
quality of a design by having the end users try out the interaction
design. �e users are selected to match the end user persona, typi-
cally given a speci�c task that exploits the purpose of the design,

asked to externally express their thought process, and researchers
observe and record the tasks[15]. O�en the usability test will be
paired with debrie�ng surveys or other quantitative surveys. In
our case we recruited the same three users we based the Expert
HRI Mechanic persona on. �e limited sample size is based on
the need for experienced experts that have both worked on the
robot mechanics and use their robots for social interaction. �ey
took the usability test and were given a survey of their experience
a�erwards.

6.1.1 Method. Users were invited into a side room and seated
in front of a table with the SCIPRR head placed on a stand to the
side of the table. Since this evaluation was meant to replicate the
maintenance of the head speci�cally, the robot head was isolated
from the rest of the HUBO robot body. �e user was introduced
to SCIPRR and given the general purpose of the head design 1)
sensor and equipment con�gurability and 2) HRI a�ordance. To
show the design in action, the user was shown a 53 second video
clip of the head moving, face animating, and verbally describing
its functionality, including the ability to display what the camera
sensor is seeing. Stills of the video are shown in �gure 2.

�en we explained the task scenario:

Imagine that you just used this robot head as shown
in the video to give a demo of the head’s capabilities
and engage with the people visiting your booth. As
you can see, it has a webcam sensor on top and a
projection surface to display a friendly face. Now
you need to prep this robot for a very di�erent situa-
tion, bomb disposal. In this environment, there will
be minimal human interaction and an emphasis on
having high precision sensors. Please recon�gure
this robot head into the new sensor con�guration.

�e user was then shown an image of the new sensor con�g-
uration similar to the one on the top right of �gure 3 along with
a few basic descriptions of the inner structure. �is description
was provided so the user would be more familiar with the platform.
�ey were also provided a box of standard and relevant tools typi-
cally used in this situation, a di�erent visor type with no devoted
projection area which allows for more sensor space, and the two
new sensors. To �nish the task, the user needed to take apart the
head, remove the camera, �nd a way to a�ach the stereo vision
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Figure 4: Examples of the ranges in designs of the head structure and face animation. Iterations progressed from paper
sketches to so�ware renderings and small 3D printed prototypes and were informed by user input. Such feedback resulted in
the ideation of a more robotic face (furthest right) which is di�erent from the face shown in Figure 1.

system and LIDAR devices, swap out the visor types, and assemble
it back together.

6.1.2 Feedback and Results. �rough this exercise we found
small features to improve upon but a generally positive reaction to
the design solution. It took about 29 minutes for an internal design
team member to complete the full task while the 3 experts spent an
average of about 38 minutes. Below we share the common thread
in their feedback that we addressed.

In referring to the use of the visor with the shared projection sur-
face and transparent sensor space, one user exclaimed “How clever
is that!” Another, also before actually taking it apart, demanded
that we “Change the face on the projection … it is too realistic, makes
it look weird.” We gathered similar comments from other sources
and iterated through a series of new, more mechanically inspired
faces for evaluation; an example can be seen on the far right of
�gure 4.

One surprising but logical re-occurrence from all of our users
was the commentary and concern about the nuts and bolts. One
user, a�er �nding the inset and hex shaped spaces, celebrated say-
ing “Proper holes for screws, woo!”. Otherwise, the commentary or
focus was punctuated with “Oops” and the cla�er of nuts and bolts
dropping. �ere were a few instances of users arbitrarily deciding
to unscrew a nut or adding bolts to provide additional stability.
�ey concluded with writing “lock nuts in so they do not fall out.”,
“It would be nice if the nuts stayed put once inserted so maybe slightly
tighter holes.”, and “Nuts falling out was a bit surprising… I was glad
to see that most bolts were the same size though.” One bene�t to this
head is that it can be removed from the robot and brought o� to the
side, but if mechanics can not remove it they would be dropping
pieces of metal into the body of the robot. To address this concern,
we created a new design for the hex holes to have lips that slightly
cover the nuts and hold them in place more �rmly.

When users got enough of the head’s outer shell taken apart, they
started to notice the unique hex-�lled pa�erning of the equipment
sca�olding. �ey commented out loud, “Might do well, due to the
multiple mounting options inside” and “Lot-o-mounting holes inside,
this is good.” One user re�ect in the ending survey that “Sensor
packages are improved regularly and it’s nice to not be reliant upon one
type of sensor, just swap it.” Another commented both on the space
for sensors and overall hex pa�erning saying that the “advantage
here is that the sensors can be added and secured easily […] anywhere.

It’s relatively easy to add a sensor to [a] robot (e.g., pu�ing a tray on
the front), but securing it has always been a problem. It’s nice that
it’s part of the process here.”

One user did say that, although it “requires only [a] basic wrench,
but since bolts can [only] go into speci�c holes, locations are limited
unlike with duct tape.” But, they all acknowledged that this con-
tained solution was much be�er than other unsightly solutions as
“the looks are preserved.”

A�er hearing multiple people being surprised that the top lid
came o� so easily, we changed the hinged lid to a tight panel that
needs to be slid o� intentionally. Conversely, the users found the
visor too hard to remove so we developed an easier way to slide it
out.

Overall, we found this design solution to be a viable as one user
wrote that “It’s very interesting to be able to swap out sensors in this
manner. �e head is relatively easy to put back together and intuitive
enough to be �gured out without any wri�en instructions. ”

�is analysis lead to several design changes. First, while the nuts
and bolts were appreciated, they needed tightening, based on user
comments. Second, the top was changed from a hinge to a lid to
allow easier access. �ird, the visor itself was found to be a bit
di�cult to remove so a simpler solution was developed.

6.2 Prototype Polling for Visual Aesthetic
Brainstorming visual form factors of the head shape and internals
took a lot of creativity, collaboration, and iteration as shown by
a few examples in �gure 4. We used many user-centered design
methods to help us along the way including informal critiques, focus
groups, and surveys. From the initial focus interviews, sketches
were generated of di�erent heads and visor shapes to help stimulate
brainstorming. Each of these variants considered the general pros
and cons of the respective design decisions like issues of visor shape,
sensor visibility range, and suitability with the HUBO robot’s design
language. Going forward, we performed multiple evaluations as
the �delity of the designs increased from sketches in the hallway,
emailed electronic renderings, and physical 3D printed prototype
ballots. In the following we detail one design survey.

6.2.1 Method. Novices and experts (our expert HRI Mechanics)
were presented with seven di�erent design proposals and asked
to rank their preferences based on their requirements (i.e., optical
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Figure 5: Examples of high �delity rapid prototypes of the
robot head design. Participants were given ballots to rank
heads in order of their preference and solicit feedback.

sensor expert focusing on visor re�ections, novices just on visual
features). Each design proposal highlighted one or two particular
set of features of interest (discussed below). Design proposals were
presented as renderings and 3D printed miniatures (see �gure 5)
with a description of the relative a�ordances of each design. Partic-
ipants were given a week to review all the models and submit their
rankings and any additional comments or questions.

6.2.2 Prototype Variants. �e series of prototype heads were
generated focusing on both the form of the shell and the display-
visor. Each of which was a variant of the Reference design. Shell
variations included rounded organic forms (i.e., Round&Flat), strict
rectilinear shapes (i.e., Boxy), combinations of the two, and forms for
extra large sensors (i.e., Spartan.) Visor variations were examined
for sensing utility and potential for the display surface. Variants
included �at (for minimal distortion,) tapered-chin (to provide a
more humanoid front pro�le,) full and wide (for broader �eld-of-
views.)

6.2.3 Results. Participants showed a consistent preference for
the spartan (35%) and the tapered-chin (25%) visors. �e comments
support the notion that these were selected for sensor compatibil-
ity (the spartan can accommodate large form-factor sensors) and
general aesthetics (participants noted some designs were too literal
or ”too square”.) �ey seemed to expect the head to re�ect the
same rectangular design style of the HUBO and confessed most of
them looked discordant when mounted on the HUBO. We combined
these preferences into the current design iteration. �e exterior
shell incorporates both curved and linear forms for the front and
back of the head, respectively. While mostly boxy, the Hubo uses a
rounded wedge design for motor covers. �ese have been adapted
as SCIPRR’s ear mounts for improved cohesiveness (see �gure 1,
le�.)

�is analysis allowed us to determine the type of head shape
that users preferred. Users seemed to mix both functional concerns
(the spartan design had the space for one of the biggest sensors
available) and aesthetics (curved and linear to match the Hubo
aesthetic).

6.3 Perception Survey for Social Interaction
Our goal in this experiment was to explore whether the use of the
new SCIPRR head increased novices’ perception of what capabili-
ties they would want a HUBO robot to perform. A�ording social
interaction for novices was an important design requirement for
the Expert HRI Mechanic persona and depending on the simple

existence and the visual aesthetic of a humanoid head and facial
expression. �erefore, we focused on comparing the impact of
having a HUBO with the standard preexisting sensor stick head
versus our SCIPRR head solution.

6.3.1 Method. We set up an Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)
study to see if there would be an impact on a novice user’s interest
in having a robot perform certain social and function tasks. We
captured static pictures of the HUBO robot with the SCIPRR head
and with the standard HUBO sensor stick as presented in �gure 6.
Rather than just wanting a visual comparison between the two, we
were interested in whether the SCIPRR head would be perceived as
especially relevant or useful for social interactions or more tradi-
tional robot tasks. We therefore asked novice participants whether
they preferred the robot with either the SCIPRR head or the sensor
stick to perform a series of social and traditional tasks. �e design
was a mixed 2 (Between: SCIPRR head vs sensor stick) x 2 (Within:
Social vs Traditional) experiment.

Figure 6: For our study, a portion of the participants eval-
uated the robot’s capabilities using the picture on the le�
of HUBO robot with the SCIPRR head and the others refer-
enced the HUBO robot with the sensor stick head.

6.3.2 Participants. Sixty-one participants completed the study
for monetary compensation ($1 for the study; (for an evaluation of
the validity of this method, see [16]). All the participants stated that
they were native English speakers; there were 29 females and 32
males; their average age was 35 years old and ranged from 22 - 60. 29
participants were in the SCIPRR condition and 32 participants were
in the Sensor Stick condition. Participants were shown one image
throughout (SCIPRR/sensor) and asked the questions. Participants
responded yes/no.

6.3.3 Materials. �e participants were shown one of the images
in Figure 6 and asked a series of questions in a random order. Each
question was of the form “Would you want this robot to…” Each
participant saw 12 “Social” questions and 12 “Traditional” questions
presented in a random order. Social questions contained explicit
social interaction either in play or information or learning, while
traditional questions contained non-social behavior with a focus
on physical tasks that robots could potentially perform. Social
questions included questions like “Play a game of hide and seek” or
“Rearrange living room furniture with you” or “Build a pillow fort
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with the kids.” Traditional questions included questions like “Mow
the lawn” or “Carry the laundry up the stairs” or “Rake leaves in
the back yard.”

6.4 Results
We computed averages for each participants on whether they wanted
the presented robot to perform each social or traditional robot tasks;
results are shown in Figure 7. As suggested in Figure 7, partici-
pants wanted both robots to perform traditional tasks more than
social tasks, F (1, 59) = 39.4,MSe = 1.6, p < 0.05. Participants also
reported wanting the robot with the SCIPRR head to perform more
tasks in general (social and traditional) than the robot with the
sensor stick F (1, 59) = 4.3, MSe = .49, p < 0.05. �ere was no in-
teraction between the two factors F (1, 59) = .2,MSe = 0.007, n.s ..
Finally, a planned comparison showed that marginally more people
wanted the robot with the SCIPRR head to perform social tasks
than with the sensor stick, t(59) = 1.9, p = .06.
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Figure 7: Mean ratings by participant by condition. Error
bars are 95% con�dence intervals.

6.4.1 Experiment Discussion. First, participants wanted a a hu-
manoid robot to perform traditional, manual, tasks more than social
tasks. �is is somewhat surprising because people have relatively
li�le experience with robots and robots are depicted in the popular
press and the movies as being capable both physically and socially.
Perhaps people are (appropriately) skeptical about today’s robots to
be able to interact in socially robust manners because there are so
few actual examples, while there are actual examples of robots per-
forming traditional physical tasks (e.g., the roomba). People could
also just have a personal preference for a non-robot performing the
social and o�en relational tasks.

Second, the SCIPRR head seemed to cause an overall halo e�ect:
participants who saw the SCIPRR head wanted that robot to perform
more tasks overall than a robot with ’just’ a sensor stick. It is unclear,
of course, whether any head on any robot would cause the naive
person to believe the robot could perform more tasks, but at the
least it is clear that participants wanted and felt more comfortable
with the robot with the SCIPRR head on the HUBO body to perform
more tasks.

Finally, participants wanted the robot with the SCIPRR head
to perform marginally more social tasks than the robot with the

sensor stick. �is e�ect needs to be replicated, but at the least it is
suggestive that the SCIPRR head provides some social a�ordances
that could encourage people to interact with it.

7 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Most robots in use today are either task-oriented or socially interac-
tive. Task oriented robots typically do not have strong interactive
capabilities (e.g., they do not have a head or a face or may not be able
to gesture well). Conversely, socially interactive robots typically do
not have strong functional capabilities (e.g., their sensors are not
usually state-of-the-art or con�gurable). We used User-Centered
Design approaches to identify problems and evaluate associated
solutions that could help make a robot that is both functional and
interactive.

SCIPRR (Sensing Computing Interacting Platform for Robotics
Research) is a head that a�aches to a humanoid robot. SCIPRR
was iteratively created with additive manufacturing and contains
convenient sca�olding to accommodate various sensors and small-
form computers and microphones. �e platform takes advantage of
a clear visor and a back-projection system with a series of mirrors
to present an animated face.

We evaluated SCIPRR using three di�erent UCD methods. First,
we created multiple, small-scale prototypes through additive man-
ufacturing and performed polling and re�nement of the overall
head shape. Second, we performed evaluations of how expert HRI
mechanics could swap and change sensors and computers within
the SCIPRR head; changes were again made based on their perfor-
mance and comments. Finally, we executed a formal experiment
to evaluate how much people would like a robot with our head
design to perform di�erent social and traditional robot tasks. We
found that participants wanted the robot to perform more tasks
(including social tasks) with the SCIPRR head compared to a robot
with a sensor stalk.

�e SCIPRR head now resides on our current HUBO platform
and has been used for di�erent experimental and demonstration
purposes. �e SCIPRR head itself has gone through both major
and minor changes due to the UCD approach we used. Both 3D
printer ready and model �les are available for download from �in-
giverse.com, keyword: SCIPRR.

8 CONCLUSION
SCIPRR represents a tool for roboticists in general, and HRI mechan-
ics in particular, to maximize the use of sensors over the lifespan
of a given robotic platform. Our work will continue to adapt and
improve SCIPRR by broadening its sensor compatibility with new
mounting options, as well as its aesthetic with alternative cosmetic
shell designs.
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